ACROSS

3  He'll have the boys ready, and it won't be for limbo.
8  One of our core values.
10 Composer of "The Aggie War Hymn."
11 "Ol'_____, the good Ag!"
14 Where yell practice was originally held.
17 Abbreviation for the Honor Guard of the Governor of Texas.
19 Pass it back like you're a train conductor.
20 Where intramurals are played.
21 We are the Aggies, the Aggies are we.
22 Four letters that mean 41.
23 They never lose halftime.
25 The road that cuts campus in two.
26 Hullabaloo this word x2.
27 Abbreviation for where we work out.
28 We gather here once a month to pay our respects.
29 The original 12th Man.
30 Our First Lady is fine, and she's number ________.

DOWN

1  What we say when we're excited!
2  The_____ public institution of higher learning in Texas.
4  Where we say "here."
5  Walk under me and your love will last a ____________.
6  How an Aggie says "hello."
7  Where the yell leaders cool off.
9  Southside's living room.
12 Sbisa's basement.
15 Where Aggies have gotten their news since 1893.
16 What the word after the ampersand used to stand for.
18 Where the Corps gets coffee.
24 The_____ Act of 1862 created land-grant universities like Texas A&M.
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REVEILLE
AGGIES
TAMU
FARMERS
HOWDY
WHOOP
MSC
HULLABALOO
FISH CAMP
MUG DOWN
KYLE FIELD
SBISA
WAR HYMN
CORPS OF CADETS
GOOD BULL
CENTURY
MUSTER
AGGIELAND
BTHO
MAROON
GIG EM
YELL
1. Cut out both squares along the black lines.

2. Fold the body section corner to corner making sure Reveille’s blanket is even on both sides.

3. Unfold the tail section and make an outside reverse fold. To do this, invert the tail inside-out so the white side is visible and points up.

4. Crease the head corner to corner in both directions. Then fold to this shape:

5. Fold ears back along the brown edge, and then forwards again making the black ear tips point up.

6. Place the finished head on top of the body and enjoy your Rev-igami!
1. Cut out all pieces on the following pages with scissors.

2. Fold the main body into a box shape using the tabs to glue or tape the sides together.

3. Fold the arms along the dotted line and tape or glue them to the sides of the body.

4. Color in hair however you’d like and either draw a face or tape a picture of a face onto the front of the figure.